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Networking
WHY?

• educate, agitate, organise
• build alliances, strengthen your case
• educate and inform others in the community
• attract members – build your contacts list
• mobilise people (eg the networking concerning East Timor in early

September resulted in thousands of faxes and letters being sent to the
Prime Minister and Minister for Foreign Affairs)

• influence and change decisions and policies

WITH WHOM?
• existing and natural allies
• potential allies
• existing or natural adversaries
• potential adversaries
• decision makers
• be opportunistic – you never know who will help

HOW?
• list building
• email/web networking
• phone trees

LIST BUILDING
A mailing list is one of the most potent campaign resources available. Mailing lists
built and maintained on a database that integrates with other software is most
useful – Microsoft Access, for instance, integrates with Word. Excel and other MS
software. This lets you do mail merging, sorting for variables such as postcode or
whether people are interested in volunteering, whether they have donated to your
campaign, etc. Maintaining your mailing list for accuracy is crucial and takes time.
Consider every possible way to build your list.

Some ideas:
• have a clipboard displayed at stalls or displays inviting people to join your

mailing list
• keep adding to your email address book
• collect business cards
• phone your local council and/or state parliament for contact details of

relevant politicians – send them your newsletter whether or not they are
members

• ensure all your campaign publications has a tear-off coupon for people to
send to you (consider making it reply paid). Encourage people to send
them in by asking for their opinions and ideas. Also include accurate
contact details.

• try to have your material included in other people’s mailouts. (local or state
government, other community groups, subscriber radio stations)

• circulate a sheet for contact details at all forums and events you organise

For contact details of active environment groups, consult the conservation council
in your state.
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VIRTUAL NETWORKING
Community networkers rely increasingly on discussion lists and other electronic
communications to keep in touch. Some of the most common forms are

• communicating with other campaigners and groups directly by email
• creating tailor-made lists in your email program's address book
• setting up discussion groups
• establishing reciprocal links between your website and other websites
• setting up a guest book on your website
• starting or joining email discussion groups

Reading and responding to emails can be very time-consuming. When contributing
to email discussions, remember that active networkers value their time – be brief.
Don’t spam people (irrelevant, repetitive or lengthy messages). Links to websites
and discussion lists are available online http://www.environmentaladvocacy.org

GROUP MAINTENANCE
Don’t neglect your network. People stay involved when they receive regular
contact, when they know what’s going on and when they feel they are making a
useful contribution.
• send minutes of every meeting to all active members – whether or not they

attended the meetings.
• make sure to promote all coming meetings and events well in advance.
• if possible, distribute minutes and meeting notification by email (save time and

paper)
• consider holding social events from time to time
• acknowledge all contributions people make – say thanks in your next

newsletter


